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Summary. The solution of axial-symmetric problem of micropolar theory of elasticity based on
the generalized Love's functions has been given by the present author in [l].,In this note we advance
a markedly simpler solution of this problem, owing to the introduction of elastic potentials <Z>, '/', 9.
Differential equation is derived for the potentials as well as relations of compatibility connecting
the potentials 3hind &. The application of the elastic potential is exemplified by the elastic half-space.

In the final part of the note the thermo-elastic axial-symmetric problems are discussed. The
application of potentials to the thermo-elastic problem is explained recurring to the example of
elastic half-space heated on its bounding surface.

1. Introduction

The solution of basic equations (in displacements and rotations) of micropolar
elasticity has been presented in [1]. The way to the solution consisted in introducing
generalized Love's functions. Hereafter we advance the solution of these equations
by using the elastic potentials.

The state of deformation of a micropolar body is generally described by a system
of six equations. We write them here in the vector form [2—5].

f (n+a) V2 u+(A+Li-a) grad div u+2a rot <p+X=0,

1 O'+fi)V2q>-4acp+(y5+y-e) grad div9+2a rot u+Y=0.

Here u denotes the displacement vector, tp stands for the rotation vector. X is
the vector of body forces and Y denotes the vector of body moments. The quantities a,
P, y, s, /u, X are material constants.

Passing from Eqs. (1.1) to the system of cylindrical coordinates and assuming
that the problem is axial-symmetric, we obtain from (1.1) two self-dependent
systems of equations. In the first of them the following components of the vectors
u,tp, X, Y appear:

(1.2) u=(un0,uz), <p=(0, ^ , 0 ) , X=(Xr,0,Xz), Y=(0,Ye,0).

317—[571]
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In this case Eqs. (1.1) transform into equations

de

(1.3)

where

l v 2 -

(ji+a) V2 «X

8e

8<p0
- a ) — - 2 a - r —

dr 8z
1

rr-

- a)—+2a — — (rg>0) +XZ=0,

du, duz

I S S2 1 32

e= r drK" ' dz '

In the second self-dependent system of equations

dr2 r dr dz2

(1.4)

1

dr

du0

~dr~

V2 ^ -
8K la 8

- e ) — + — —(rug)+Yz=0,

dz dr
+Xg=0,

1 5
where K = jr(r<Pr)~^—^—» the following vectors appear:

r or o2

(1.5) UE=(O )WOJO), <p=(9n0,vt), X = ( 0 , 4 O ) , Y = ( 7 r ) 0 , 7Z).

In the sequel we shall be concerned with the system of equations (1.3).

2. Elastic potentials

Let us consider the homogeneous system of equations of equilibrium (1.3) and
assume the solution of this system in the form:

(2.1)
_8& 8<F _ d$ dW W

dr dz dz dr r

(2.2)

In this way we obtain the system of equations

8 s r / i
X+2fi) — V2<Z>- —

dr dz

8 , 3 1
V2<Z>- — + — a) V2 W+2acPo] = O,

^v2—-j-U.-to \V2—^)>F-4a<p0=0.
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Here we made use of the identity

Let us introduce new functions W and 3 defined as below,

dw 39
(2.4) y——, , . = _ .

Substituting these functions into (2.2) and integrating with respect to r, we obtain'.

(2.5)

d
(A+2/0V2 * + - z - Kfi+a) V2 y/~

d

) V2-4a] ,9+2aV2 y =

Eliminating the term V2 y/ from the first two equations of the (2.5) group we

obtain — taking profit of Eq. (2.5)3 — the following equations of compatibility

(2.6)
2,+2/LI dz

d 2/i

VaP+dz l+2fi \ dz2

(u+a) (y+e)
where D = / 2 V 2 - 1 , 7a= / .

4,«a
From the system of equations (2.6) we can derive the following differential

equations wherefrom we can determine the potentials <P and 9

(2.7) V2V2<2>=0, V2D,9=0.

The above equations should be supplemented by the relation (2.5)3

1
(2.8) V2 y/= — -r— [(y+e) V2—4a] $ .

2a
The route to the solution of the axial-symmetric problem is the following: We

construct the general solution of Eqs. (2.7) and recurring to the relation (2.8), we

determine the function y/.

In the solutions cP and 9. there appear four integration constants. To determine

them we have three boundary conditions and the relations of compatibility (2.6).

The knowledge of the functions 0, 9 and y/ permits to determine the displacements

Mr, u2 and the rotation g>g.
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The state of stress is described by the following matrices

(2.9)
arr

0
azr

0

0

On
0
azz

0 nrB 0

0 fiz0 0

bearing in mind that [1]:

(2.10)

and

(2.11)

8ur ur duz

arr=2/n ——YXe, a00~2/.i VXe, azz=2/u——

duz Sur\ I dur duz

duz dur \ I dur du

8g>o <p0

dr r

8(pB (pg

l " 7 ~ ' "

•+li\.

8r r

dcp0

The above components of the state of stress should be now expressed in potentials
, XV, &. We obtain successively

(2.12)

02

dr
8

ffrr=2/iirr|^H—37-
1 a

r dr

dy/

~~dz

80 82

and

(2.13)

1 83

1 5,9

82
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taking into account that

(2.14) ar,.+aoo+azz = (3X+2M)Y2 0.

The way to the solution of the axial-symmetric problem of micropolar elasticity
will be shown on a simple example.

Let us suppose that in the plane z=0 of the elastic half-space z^O the axial-
-symmetric loading p (r) is acting along the axis z. The boundary conditions take
now the form

(2.15) ff»(r,0)--,p(r)l <r,r(r,O)=O, /i, ,(r,0)-0.

Now we require the displacements un uz and the rotation q>6 to vanish for
|r2+z2|->oo.

To solve the Eqs. (2.7) we introduce the Hankel's transformation

DO

fit, *) =/ / ( ' ' , z)rJ0(Cr)dr,

We assume the solutions of the transformed Eqs. (2.7)

(32-C2)2^=0, (d2-C2)(d2-7/2)S=0,

(2.17) / 1W2

in the form

(2.18) 3

Let us carry out the Hankel's transformation on the compatibility equations (2.6).
We get

(2.19)

From both conditions of (2.19) we obtain the same relation

X+2fi
(2.20) C = ^ ,

while from the third transformed boundary condition (2.15) we have

C
(2.21) D = C.
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Carrying out Hankel's transformation on Eq. (2.8), we are able to determine-
the particular integral from this equation

/ l \
(2.22) 2 2 } 2 [ l 2

There is

(2.23')

or

(2.3")

C I C \ v2

— XzLe'^—2%2 I2 C2—e~"z)> T 2 = 1

e

where a0 =
4/i (A+/0

Now, taking into account the relations (2.12), we obtain from the boundary
conditions (2.15)lj2

C

(2.24)

2C2

cwhere Ao = l+2ao£
2 1 . . £ (0= f P (?) rJo (CO dr.

The integration constants being known we, determine the displacements ur, uz and
the rotation <p0 from the formulae (2.1).

They read as follows:

(2.25) „,. J

The stresses will be defined from the formulae (2.12) and (2.13). We have

00 f~ (I

'""I'M
(2.26) ,

i e = ~ 2 a o J 0̂
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For the Hooke's medium the above formulae simplify markedly. In this particular
case we have to put £=77, A0 = l, o = l . The formulae (2.25) and (2.26) reduce to
the known formulae of the classical theory of elasticity.

3. Problems in thcrmoelasticity

The equations of micropolar thermoelasticity assume for the axial-symmetric
problem the following form [5]:

1 \ Be 8cp0 8T
(/<+a)iv*—

(3.1)

or oz o/*

5e 2a 5 5r

)=0.

Symbol F denotes the increase of the temperature above that of natural state
of the body. Next we have v=(3A+2ju) au where at is the coefficient of linear thermal
extension.

Let us observe that thermal terms appear in the system of Eqs. (3.1) only if
us(w r, 0, uz) and p=(0s9>0,0).

The quantities u0, q>r, <pz appearing in the second axial-symmetric problem (1.4)
are independent of the temperature F.

Proceeding similarly as in Sec. 2, i.e. introducing the potentials $, y/, S, we arrive
at the following system of equations

(3.2) V 2 V 2 < £ - m V 2 r = 0 , V 2 DS=0 .

The functions 3 and y/ are connected with one another by the equation

y+e
(3.3)

These equations should be supplemented by the relations of compatibility

111 8

8 2,

(v^r)+(v^mr)+
We solve the system of Eqs. (3.2) applying the superposition of the solutions

(3.5) $ = &'+$", &=3'+3".

We choose the functions 0' and $' so as to have

(3.6) V2<5'-;nr=01 #'=0.
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Thus Eqs. (3.2) and the relations of compatibility (3.4) are satisfied. The function
<P' becomes the particular integral of Eq. (3.2). Making use of the functions $' and
&', we determine the stresses. We obtain successively

dur I d2 0'

(3.7)

dz
-Xe'-vT=2n V2

dz2

The functions 0 " and 5" will be determined from the homogeneous equations

(3.8) V2V2<Z>"=O, V2D>9"=0.
In the sequel we take into account the relation

(3.9) W ' = - 2 ( v 2 V 2 - l ) > 9 " ,

and the relations of compatibility

(3.10)
d

~dz~ dz
V 2

2/i I d2

^ V 2 _

\ dz2

Let us consider, exempli modo, the problem of the elastic half-space z ^ 0
heated in the plane z=0. Accordingly, we derive the following boundary conditions

(3.11) T(r,0)=f(r), <7w(r,0)-0, azr (r, 0) = 0, /i,0 (r, 0) = 0.
The solution of the equation of heat conductivity V2 T under the boundary

condition (3.11)! is the function

(3.12)
O 0

The solution of Eq. (3.6) taking into account — for the sake of comfort of the
solution — the boundary condition d<P'jdz\z=o=0 is the function

oo

m
(3.13)

o

We determine the stresses a\, from the formulae (3.7). We obtain successively

m f 7(0
"~~ 2 J C

(3.14)

<4=
oo

f /(0 Jo

e t c-
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We have now to solve Eqs. (3.8) with boundary conditions

(3.15) <4+<>;*=0, a'w+a'Jr=0, fJ-'z0+fiz0 for z = 0 .

Submitting these boundary conditions to the Hankel's transformation, we get

s;;=o, j&=o for z=o.

This problem has been solved already in Sec. 2.
Substituting p=—fimf into the formulae (2.25)—(2.27) and adding the stresses

a'lp fi'tJ to the stresses a"lP u'^ we obtain the final values of the stresses

ffzz = - I

(3.17) (7,,= -iim f Cf(O
o

lxz0 = 2aopn j A ,„ (e- i z-e""2) ^ (CO ^C, etc.
o

We obtained a solution coinciding with that obtained by other methods by
Puri [6].

Let us observe that when passing to the Hooke's body, i.e., with a=0, T] = £,
A0 = l the stresses c.z and azr vanish [7]. The state of stresses becomes plane. The
couple-stresses are equal to zero.
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B. HoBauKH, Oce-ciiMMeTpHHeCKaH 3a«aHa B MHKpoiiojinpiioii TeopHH ynpyroc™

e. B pa6oie [1], aBTop npeflCTaBHji pemeilne oce-CHMMeTpjwecicoH 3a«ara B Mmcpo-
TeopHH ynpyrocTH, o6ocHOBafiHoe Ua o6o6mesiltix fyyaxuMX JIOB3. B aacToamefl:

6onee npocToe pemeHHe 3Tofl 3a,naHH nyTeM BBefleHna ynpyrax
>, W, 9. BBiBefleHO flH$4>epeiniHajibSoe ypaBHeHHe flira noTeSiinanoB, a TaKace flasti

OTHonieHmi coBMecTiiocna, CBfl3tiBaiomHe noTesunajubi <P H 3. Ha npocTOM npinnepe ynpyroro
nonynpocTpancTBa oSiacsaeTCfl npHMeHeHae ynpyrnx noTeSqHajioB. B nocjieflHeM iacTH pa6oTBi
pacCMOTpeHti TepMoynpyrne oce-CHMMeTpiwecKHe 3affaliH. ITpHMeHeHHe noieHmiairoB K TepMO-
ynpyrofi 3afla<ie o6iHcroieTM Ha npMMepe ynpyroro nojrynpocTpaHCTBa, oSorpeToro aa orpaHH-

ero IMOCKOCTH.


